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THE UNFINISHED FAN 
By B. E. COOK 

 
ARDEN BAYLE ignored me to 
stroll around his secret room, 
appraising his peculiar 
collection of forbidden goods. 

He reached up to right a picture. He flecked 
a speck of dust off a polished table. He 
fingered the sacred scroll which had found 
its way so strangely from the top of the 
world down to the sea and up again to this 
room, high above the Hudson. 

Let him reach and finger and fleck; I 
was content to be ignored. Sooner or later 
he would spring his demands, positive that 
1’d go and fetch-as usual. If there is one 
softer thread in the steel mail of his 

hardness, I vow it is this secret room. Born 
to riches, he’d accumulated a fortune. Born 
to a social eminence, he was regarded a 
pillar of that society. I truly believe, then, 
that getting and hoarding the assorted loot 
became the wellspring of his existence, the 
escape from the social mould, the release of 
the animal in the man. 

As for myself, his missions were the 
salt of my existence. Long ago, by my own 
act, I had banished myself from his stratum 
of society, but I do not regret that. In a 
way, I am richer far than Bayle; for I love 
both this room and the sea. 

Bayle paused before me, disliking my 
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complacency and sensing, doubtless, the 
gist of my mental wanderings. He must 
probe, make me squirm. “Doesn’t all this 
mean anything to you?” he demanded. 
“Damn it, you hand over the loot like a 
grocer’s boy. You used to come brimful of 
fire and imagination.” 

Then he called me a clod and I let him 
have it straight. “That loot of yours? What 
does it mean to yourself? The cash you can 
spend by the handful, the nasty hold you’ve 
got over me, this secret gloating over 
beating the law. For myself, every item 
here represents sharp thinking and swift 
action, pitting my wits against the law, 
risking my life. And occasionally turning 
the tables on you! For instance, the case of 
the señor’s cane. Oh, you got the cane, but 
you ate crow, b’gawd, served Mexican 
style.”  

Ah that baleful look in his eyes. I liked 
it! Once in a while it was I who did the 
sticking. That cane affair had indeed cost 
him plenty and there were other affairs 
wherein the secondary urge for a 
possession had soured under the 
Ministrations of my guiding hand. 

A miasma of hate rose between us for a 
moment. My fists hunkered to get at 
Bayle’s throat; I well knew my strength, 
knew his cries for help could never be 
heard outside. Why, his body could rot in 
this room, built so secretly that its very 
existence was not evident. 

Then he laughed in his nasty fashion. 
He knew what was on my mind. “There is 
an old rhyme about a gingham dog and a 
calico cat,” he intoned. “They ate each 
other up.”  

I got it. If anything mysterious 
happened to him, his lawyer had a sealed 
document—no, I couldn’t shake off my 
fetters that way. 

“There’s the matter of a certain fan,” he 
said next and I knew he was off. The fire of 
my hate, the miasma, died away. Aye, there 

was indeed a tie between us and this room 
the witness to that bond. 

“Fans have interesting history,” he 
launched forth and nothing would shorten 
it. Whether he does this for my edification 
or to irritate, I’ve yet to decide. 

“Fans figure in Sanskrit poetry. In 
ancient Egypt, the position of fan bearer to 
the pharaoh went only to those of royal 
lineage. Delicate fans were common in 
China when our ancestors snarled over 
bones in caves. Fans from Cathay were 
introduced into Europe by Portuguese 
sailors, sixteenth century, pleated fans. 
Those early numbers were undoubtedly 
broad leaves or imitations of leaves.”  

“So you crave now a palm leaf for this 
collection?” I prompted. 

He couldn’t be hurried. “Fans became 
the vogue in Europe’s courts and it is said 
that a fan used properly by a fair lady could 
become as deadly as a rapier, revealing 
whatever she chose, concealing whatever 
she would withhold. They became 
elaborate things and costly. Bitter rivalries 
arose over them.”  

“So there is a certain fan, you began,” I 
hazarded again. 

“Yes. Made especially for a certain 
lady in court circles at the time of Louis 
XV.”  

So much for the “what” of this mission; 
now “where” to? Bayle didn’t even nibble 
at my bait, kept swimming round in fan 
talk. “As I’ve said, fans became elaborate 
and expensive. The leaf, made of 
parchment or silk, bore miniatures by the 
famous artists of the day and a feud still 
exists between those claiming that Watteau 
decorated fans and those who deny it, a sort 
of Shakespeare-Bacon argument. 

“But the real worth lay in the sticks. 
Where the leaf might wear out, the sticks 
lasted for centuries, made of tortoise shells, 
mother of pearl or ivory. Ivory became the 
best medium for some of the world’s finest 
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carving. Nor were fans made in one place 
or by one person. Whole towns became 
skilled in one operation such as processing 
ivory sticks or thinning them down to the 
thickness of calling cards or doing the 
carving, the most exquisite operation of all. 
For it was done in relief, a thirty-second of 
an inch at the deepest. Yet the features of 
the faces, details of garments, bird plumage 
and flower details were distinctly modeled. 
Sometimes the relief work was accentuated 
by rubbing pigment into crevices for better 
shadows. 

“In turns, the first operations were done 
in towns up and down the countryside—
Dieppe, St. Genevieve, Andeville, 
Labossiere—while the leaf was made 
elsewhere, then sent on the artists for 
ornamentation. Like violin making, ivory 
carving ran in families. Youngsters began 
on discarded ivory sticks and scraps. Every 
home was a workshop. Men did the 
delicate carving until their eyes became 
impaired, driving them to join the women 
in the farming chores. Have you any 
interest in movies?”  

For a moment I thought I’d 
misunderstood him. 

“Do you read motion picture news?”  
I still groped for the connection when 

he snapped, “Well?”  
I was seeing ivory carvings and bent 

shouldered artisans, eager to hear more fan 
talk. Wasn’t Bayle overdoing his baiting? 
“No to both questions.”  

“You’re going to mix with them now,” 
he said. “The fan I want is the subject of a 
movie now in production, slated to open in 
about three weeks. Get me that fan.”  

Wow, what a humdinger! Had Bayle 
gone nuts? Next he’d be demanding of me 
the song of a bird or the odor of the white 
pine. The fan from a movie indeed. 

Harden Bayle produced his watch and 
that always was the signal. The interview 
was ended. I had my orders. 

T HARDLY became the mate of an old 
freighter like the Edgemont to be caught 

with a fistful of such literature. I shoved the 
magazines under my coat. Always I 
maintained a room ashore as my nearest 
approach to a home. There I went to lay out 
my first course. 

The story, they said, was true, the love 
affair between a boy and girl. She, reared in 
a convent, was brought into the corrupt 
court life of Paris by a mother on the fringe 
of the inner circle, greatly reduced 
financially, hungry for money and 
influence, and exploiting her daughter as 
her ace in the hole. 

The boy, a Huguenot from Normandy, 
comes to the court as courier for his family 
who are skilled artisans in ivory carving. 
Jacques is a sensitive idealist who has 
dreamed of just such a maiden as Heloise, 
but never had hoped to meet one in the 
flesh. 

However, they do meet in the rose 
garden where Heloise has run away from a 
social affair. She finds the court life too 
noisy and confusing. The women make her 
ill at ease, the men terrify her and she 
yearns for convent life again. Then she 
meets Jacques.  

He visits court often for at the time, 
fans are the rage and the sticks carved by 
artisans up his way are the dernier cri. So 
boy and girl contrive what they think are 
secret meetings, but madame is not 
deceived. Aware that her daughter is 
maturing, she keeps a sharp eye on the girl 
and she learns many things. There’s no 
future for Heloise in this romance but she 
doesn’t mind a little interlude, so one day 
she “happens in on the pair” and plays 
along. Oh, she has her schemes. 

And first of all, she covets a fan for 
Heloise since to appear in court without 
one is almost indecent, emphasizing one’s 
poverty. To be able herself to flutter a fan 
made up there in Jacques’ region would be 
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a grand feather in her cap of ambition. 
How simple! Guide the infatuated 

Jacques into promising Heloise the fan 
sticks and why not blackmail artists for the 
leaf? Unsuspecting Heloise is of course 
delighted, especially since Jacques asks her 
to select the subject to be carved on the 
sticks. 

But there is more than meets the eye. 
At this time, Madame Maintenon, king’s 
mistress and withal a devout woman, is 
throwing her influence against the 
Huguenots, eventually to induce the king to 
revoke the Edict of Nantes which has 
protected all Huguenots ever since the 
reign of Henry IV. 

Now this family of ivory carvers are 
Huguenots. Father and oldest brother figure 
in the Huguenot councils. Any whisps of 
information Heloise’s scheming mother 
can spill into royal ears will be rewarded 
and thereby a fine marriage for her 
daughter should result. 

Unsuspecting, wholly absorbed in his 
romance, Jacques lets fall certain vital 
secrets, disclosing the names of certain 
nobles to whom he delivers messages when 
he comes to Paris, revealing the meeting 
places of plotters against the crown. 

The fan is completed. All but one stick 
and Heloise can’t make up her mind. The 
final stick must be the most intricate, 
beautiful thing ever carved, a fitting 
expression of her happiness. But mother 
has got her foot inside the door—and the 
king’s approval for the betrothal of Heloise 
to a vile old rake of a noble. But rich. Ah, 
so very rich! 

 
OW to give Jacques his walking 
ticket. True, the fan isn’t completed, 

but with her future prospects the girl can 
own a dozen fans to her taste. She might 
make some to do about Jacques, yes? Ah, 
there’s a whole world between a wealthy 
noble and a romantic ivory carver. French 

girls do as they are told. 
The Edict is about to be revoked. 

Before her Heloise, mother accuses Jacques 
of being a Huguenot traitor, taunts him 
with disclosing his party’s secrets, scorns 
him for an easy mark—the likes of mere 
him, offering Heloise a fan when she’s to 
marry a wealthy nobleman who’ll buy her 
fans without limit. 

Of course, this is as much news to the 
girl as to her lover. But Jacques doesn’t 
believe her protests. He curses the both of 
them for their trickery. Heloise pleads to be 
heard, but he vows he’ll give his very life, 
if necessary, to destroy both king and 
corrupt court. 

Whereupon the mother, too sure of 
herself, does some info spilling herself. 
Whatever Jacques hopes to do, she 
declares, will avail nothing because the 
Edict is about to be revoked. Every proven 
Huguenot will be declared a traitor. She 
realizes her mistake immediately when 
Jacques dashes out. She sets thugs on his 
trail. He is all but murdered, yet he 
manages to return home and warn his 
family like a Paul Revere. 

On top of this comes the Massacre of 
St. Bartholomew. Jacques’s family gets 
away, thanks to Jacques, away to England, 
thence to America with their possessions 
and that includes the unfinished fan. 
Jacques, however, remained behind and 
died fighting. Heloise, exceptionally 
resistant for a young French girl, refused to 
marry the nobleman and returned to her 
beloved convent to take the veil. 

 
UITE a run-of-the-mill film? Well, like 
the first glimmer of dawn, one thread 

of recognition quivered across my 
consciousness. Huguenots—ivory fan 
sticks. Damn Bayle’s soul, he’d kept his 
tight mouth shut and left me to remember. 
Of course I knew that fan! 

In my mind’s eye I could see its 

 N Q
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tattered silk leaf, its exquisitely carved 
sticks, one of them blank. I hadn’t been 
particularly impressed in those faraway 
days when attending Madame Turcotte’s 
stiff, boresome soirees. Her house had been 
full of such objects suitable for museums 
rather than to be lived with. I knew there 
had been a legend regarding the fan, but it 
hadn’t impressed me. Apparently it had 
registered with Bayle; now he wanted it. 
Was there ever to be any limit to his greed? 
Madame Turcotte’s precious fan, and she 
was Armand’s mother. 

Armand had been our classmate at the 
university on the Charles, a rare lad with 
that unusual sweetness of soul and brilliant 
intellect combination. To us of the matter-
of-fact and less articulate stock from 
British ancestry, he had been our 
unashamed romantic, a gallant gentleman. 
He had given great promise as a poet. 
Armand had died in the First World War in 
France, a volunteer under the American 
flag. 

Why did Bayle covet this fan? Because 
its story was the subject of a prospectively 
popular movie? Did he wish to treasure 
some object connected with Armand? 
Neither seemed likely. Every object in 
Bayle’s collection was a “must not” and I 
doubted that a tiger of Bayle’s ilk ever 
changed his markings. 

The magazines gave me the clue. 
The movie, “The Unfinished Fan,” was 

to open in New York in three weeks. Then, 
and in subsequent openings in several large 
cities, star Lillian Haver would make 
personal appearances carrying the authentic 
fan which Jacques had carved in his love 
for Heloise three centuries ago. So that was 
Bayle’s lure—“The star will carry the fan, 
the real fan with its unfinished stick.” No 
other fan would serve, so Bayle must have 
it. Without his saying so, he must have it 
before the opening and that was a natural 
for Harden Bayle. 

Aged Madame must have died. I 
recalled her as a stiffneck, exclusive as they 
come, proud as a peacock. So far as I knew, 
she had left no heirs; I had to presume, 
then, that in settling her estate the story and 
the fan had somehow become the property 
of movie producers. Could be. 

So, me for an office handling the 
publicity for the movies. I presented myself 
as one doing a thesis on promotion by 
advertising. I may have looked a bit old for 
a student but since the war many a man has 
rounded out his education without regard 
for age. Also I came equipped with the 
right quality of English; after all, I did get a 
sheepskin on the Charles. 

I suggested we take for our subject the 
promotion of the moving picture and 
became amazed at the influence of the 
coming fan story. So soon! Its coming 
attraction had been worked into a dozen 
different lines of interest. Already there 
were such things—fads—as fan jewelry, 
fabrics in the fan motif, fan-shaped vases. 
It was rumored that no formal dance could 
be correct this coming season without its 
battery of fans. Hell, man, how could the 
picture fail after all the women had been so 
cleverly conditioned? 

The lady I talked with proved very 
obliging with all this. I had my mouth half 
open to spring the sixty-four-dollar 
question when she asked: “Have you 
perhaps seen the ivory carver?”  

I didn’t relish being drawn off my 
subject. I played along. Said she, I could 
see him in the lobby of a certain hotel—or 
was it in a theatre downtown? This she 
rated as the master stroke, this and the 
giving away of the fans. 

“Is the real fan on exhibition 
anywhere?” I inquired. 

“That precious one will come to light 
on the opening night.” And she spoke in a 
hush-hush manner I dared not force further 
because I mustn’t become at all 
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conspicuous in connection with these 
objects I loot for Bayle. Indirectly I did fish 
for more details, but without luck. 

I left with a fistful of notes, nothing in 
my head. I’d drained that source; where 
next? 

Well, when hard put for an idea, I hark 
for a clue, a stray idea, some pertinent word 
dropped which will give me a lead. I could 
not introduce myself to the star, now out on 
the West Coast, but there was that ivory 
carver. 

Next, to the theatre where the opening 
was anticipated, noting store windows en 
route. Fan vogue? I saw its jewelry in every 
shape from earrings down to buckles. It 
reminded me of quest for the golden horse 
jewelry piece Bayle sent me after in Brazil. 

I found the ivory carver—in a glass 
cage. He looked altogether too much the 
part, somebody’s exaggerated conception 
of a French artisan, a slender fellow bent 
over his work. This hid his face but he had 
the long, sensitive artisan’s fingers and 
outside the cage a mob of the curious 
pressed to the glass. Animal in a zoo! 

The attendant told me it was thus all six 
hours he was there, three in the afternoon, 
three in the evening. Somehow that 
sickened me. Maybe because always 
there’s a pen waiting for me if I make one 
slip on these assignments; I hate to see 
anything alive penned in, especially a 
human. Which probably was silly for 
doubtless the Frenchie got a whale of a 
kick out of it all. 

 
OSTED in a dozen places were papers 
giving the man’s name, birthplace and 

the appealing fact that he was a wounded 
veteran turning to the skill of his forebears 
to make his living. The sticks he carved 
would go into fans, replicas of the one in 
the movie to be drawn by tickets at each of 
ten big opening nights. (Save your stubs, 
folks!) Winners would be entitled also to 

various other handouts such as washing 
machines, fur coats and so on. Yeah, my 
first contact with the post-war handout 
system. We’re secluded aboard the 
Edgemont. 

As for that bent figure and my business, 
no soap. I headed away when a scuffle 
started around the cage and the husky 
attendant dove in and came up dragging 
two youths. They had drummed on the 
glass and yelled nasty jeers which 
apparently had penetrated the glass shell. 

For a moment the carver’s hands had 
ceased moving. Without raising his head 
he’d looked up through his brows with a 
hatred that distorted his features. Then his 
eyes had fallen and the hands resumed 
work. It had come and gone so quickly, but 
the look had been poisonous. 

All of this was aside from my business, 
but I still hoped for some clue, some 
helpful idea to go on. Bayle gives me so 
little! 

I led the attendant to talk. “I can’t 
explain it,” he said. “They’re at him much 
of the time to make him look up. Girls 
flutter their skirts, boys get rough, men and 
women too like baiting a bear in a den. 
When it’s time to go home, this gets worse. 
The police have threatened to close this 
out, but you know how smart the movies 
can throw sticks around for advertising—
and the more publicity, the better.”  

Just as he said, there was a near riot at 
four o’clock. They roped off the area to let 
the carver through. I watched again for that 
flash of rage. All I saw was a veteran 
struggling to manipulate his artificial legs 
to a taxi. What a civilization! What 
atavistic traits can lead ordinarily kindly 
people to bait a man to wrath, then gawk 
on the shame of his infirmities? 

The attendant couldn’t tell me where 
the carver lived, “but he’ll be back again 
for the seven-to-ten stretch.”  

Well, I have my own channels of 

P 
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information. I located his lodging. Also 
further facts which might or might not 
serve. That ivory carver had been in with 
rather bad company for the past few nights. 

 
NE of them was in his rooms when I 
appeared up a creaking stairway 

unobserved and flung the flimsy door open. 
I surprised the man because he had relaxed 
there to wait for the Frenchman’s return. 
We thrashed around somewhat before I got 
him quieted, but I had no fears of attracting 
outside attention in that squalid, noisy 
neighborhood. I tied him up, surveyed the 
vicinity and dragged him into the room 
across the hall. I stuffed him inside a closet 
and shut the door. The way I had him 
trussed up and gagged, he might do quite a 
stretch in there before being discovered. So 
much for Jake Rance and he’d been the 
Frenchman’s visitor for the past three 
nights. 

I returned to the cheap room, thinking 
how far afield this was from my hunt for a 
fan. I despised the gang Jake Rance 
traveled with, though, and welcomed the 
diversion, hoping it would jolt them. 

Shortly after ten, the clank and drag of 
artificial limbs. They weren’t of the best 
and he hadn’t become used to them. I had 
my story ready for him without being sure 
of what the point of it all would be. I hoped 
only to learn where in hell that fan was, in 
case he knew. 

Fancy the letdown when he entered, 
gave me an indifferent glance and 
shambled to a chair, slumping low with 
closed eyes. I studied him carefully. Frail, 
young for a veteran, utterly weary, 
downcast, he seemed on the verge of 
collapse.  

I produced a bottle and poured him a 
finger or so. He gasped over it as though 
accustomed to that feeble wine they swill 
in France by the gallon. Then he talked and 
although French is next to my mother 

tongue, his dialect puzzled me. He had 
expected somebody else. Where was Mr. 
Rance? 

“Couldn’t come,” I said. “Sent me 
instead.”  

Since this got by, I offered another 
drink. He didn’t want it, but was too polite 
to refuse. Politeness after what he’d been 
through? Hell! 

But it was loosening his tongue, he 
might tell me about the fan. Through my 
leads he poured out his heart and there was 
plenty to pour. Until the old familiar 
argument rose within me: Why all this? 
Bayle sent you for the fan. This time do not 
get soft. You can’t cure society’s ills, 
you’re outside the pale yourself. 

Out of his patois came this. He, 
Francois Benet, had been so grateful when 
the American contracted him for ivory 
carving in Beeg New York over in America 
at what seemed so fabulous a sum of 
money—when counted in francs. With all 
that wealth he could get his struggling 
family onto its feet. War had laid waste 
their farm. He, the only surviving male 
with missing legs, was proud too since this 
proved that he must have mastered the skill 
of his forebears, the famous ivory carvers. 

Despite returning to the land, it was 
lucky that every boy had undergone 
training to maintain the outgrown custom 
as a veneration of the past. True, it had 
offered no apparent worth to him—“but 
half a man cannot till a farm so I carved 
ivory into tiny mementoes for tourists. 
Then this offer.” Always a quiet, sensitive 
person, he had shrunk from pity, keeping to 
himself, finding pleasure in increasing 
perfection at the work and in his thoughts. 

Imagine the disillusion, the shame! The 
seeming fortune threatened to melt when he 
met expenses with dollars. He ate 
meagerly. Thanks to friend Rance, he’d 
found cheap lodgings. (Thanks to Rance 
indeed. I recognized the psychology in this 

O 
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sort of thing. ) 
 
UT Rance alone was his friend among 
the mob that howled at him. Rance 

with the kindly word for the homesick and 
discouraged young fellow; who else had 
cared that day after day Francois struggled 
for a steady hand, working in the awful 
cage packed around with the mob’s eyes? 
How abysmal his disappointment in 
Americans. Even while watching that 
beautiful, almost sacred fan develop, they 
had behaved as though he were a thief. 
Never had he been left alone with it. While 
he handled it, feeling its delicate traceries, 
sketching its patterns for his copy, eternally 
he was watched. “Not one time,” he wailed, 
“did the madame of the house greet me, she 
the forefathers of whom had fashioned it 
and—”  

Right there I lost his drift for I had what 
I wanted. Old Madame was still alive? And 
the fan in her possession? The liquor still 
kept his tongue going so ceaselessly that I 
could depart without his noticing. By 
tomorrow he’d be better fit to recollect my 
call? Not at all. I’d walked through an 
orchard of my desire and the right apple 
had fallen into my fists. Aye, that fan 
should be in Bayle’s secret room so soon 
that I wouldn’t miss the sailing hour of the 
old Edgemont. 

I rushed for a ticket to Boston. Without 
a long wait, I boarded a train and relaxed in 
a seat; I’ve learned to snatch it under any 
conditions. And all this was so simple that I 
needn’t make the elaborate plans I often 
have to. 

I knew mighty well the old house 
where that fan could be found. I’ve looted 
many a place that was far more heavily 
guarded than an ancient home set deep in 
shrubbery shrouded grounds—and 
occupied by an old woman with a few 
servants. Even if there should be a dog—I 
have a way with dogs.  

So all I had to do now was catch up on 
sleep. 

Francois’ pale features persisted before 
I my closed eyes. The steady clank of the 
wheels resolved into the clank and drag of 
his footsteps. Confound it! What business 
was it of mine that a young French war 
casualty came to America starry eyed to 
discover that the world is tough in any 
language? Let him go through with the 
bitter lesson. Only three weeks more and 
he’d return home with his sock well filled.  

Go home? Return? That was what got 
to me. What a picture he’d take back, 
sensation seekers, the thoughtless fringe 
crowded around his cage. Why, close at 
hand, had he but realized, in that great city 
were hundreds of thousands of kindly 
Americans who would have opened their 
hearts to him. Countless genuine lovers of 
real art would have appreciated his 
craftsmanship had it been presented to 
them properly. Warmth and fellowship and 
understanding might have come his way 
but for that Rance and what his gang was 
concocting. And Rance had gotten to 
Jacques first. So many heads to the beast 
his ilk serve, making a thousand avenues of 
attack possible! 

 
AKE RANCE’S assignment was to 
contact foreigners who would shortly 

return home; poison their minds against the 
States. Oh it doesn’t sound important to 
you, but I have met them again and again 
in European ports and in countries south. 
Only a man here and there but he says 
cynically, “Oui, I was there, I know what 
America is. Terrible!” 

How Rance contacted Francois I’ll 
never know. The fellow was a natural, 
being sensitive and confused in the vast 
rush and to do in the great city. And Rance 
had done a favor; he had located Jacques a 
cheaper lodging. The perfect start. No 
doubt the movie people had settled him in a 
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more decent place but the squalor of this 
one had confined his contacts to the lowest 
of humanity. 

And I wouldn’t put it above Rance’s 
crowd to instigate that rough stuff out 
around the cage. For the onlookers it was 
nearer than the zoo—for three weeks, then 
Francois would bear his shrinking, 
wounded ego home. Thereafter, “Voila,” 
as the French say. One small man only and 
in a small French village? Multiply him by 
hundreds like him and you get the seeds of 
public opinion. All attacks on a country 
aren’t made with bombs, remember. Hate! 

Could I sleep, then? Damn Francois’ 
tragic fate and Jake Rance’s breed. Yes, 
and Harden Bayle. I’d let old Madame 
Turcotte in for her share to boot. What had 
I against her? Nothing personal, but she 
shattered the picture, the stiff-necked old 
bird. Armand’s mother who’d played the 
grand dame, what a fitting picture frame 
she made for the lad I’d known and loved! 
And now she was selling her family secrets 
and her most prized possession for money. 
Even if she had come to want—hard to 
believe—when I’d known her she’d have 
starved rather than commercialize her 
family traditions. In this fashion she was 
letting Armand down. Understand me? I 
had no compunctions now about looting 
her fan; better that Bayle have it than that 
the movie theatres make the grab. 

Had I reached Boston at this stage of 
reasoning, all would have gone well. 
However, in the hour it takes from 
Providence to Boston, my unwilling 
thoughts raced back to the present day 
Francois and I knew I had to face it. 

Very well, I would, but only after the 
fan would be safe in Bayle’s keeping. 

 
 LEFT the train before daybreak, 
thinking that on the Edgemont’s bridge 

I’d have seen its first dim gleam. Here the 
street lights persisted. I rode the subway to 

its end, climbed the hill into the Brookline 
that is untouched by the sprawling city, 
exclusive, aristocratic and unhurried, where 
old families live out their serene lives. 
Dewy green lawns and sleepy birds 
chirping and not a soul on the streets yet. 

Certainly nobody at Madame’s would 
be stirring at this hour. That thought 
speeded my steps. I could be done and off 
with it before anybody was about. And 
here was the estate with its shrubs showing 
above its high, plastered wall all around. 
No front gate for me. I looked further and 
found the service entrance gate off the 
kitchen. Locked. I forced the rusty lock and 
it opened with an ungodly creak. I stood 
motionless; no dog. 

Inside the rear yard I got the start of my 
life. Not ten feet away, an old woman 
leaned over a hoe. Having heard me, she 
waited to see what next and that so addled 
me that I took a backward step away. Her 
sharp voice snapped out: “You take care, 
young man, you’re stepping on my 
carrots!”  

No mistaking that arrogant Turcotte 
voice. The shabby old woman was facing 
down what might be a dangerous character. 
“Madame Turcotte,” I gasped. 

Her piercing old eyes bored into mine. 
She called me by name. Hell’s brass bells, 
what next? We stared and the years rolled 
back. She had known me only when 
Armand had been the living pride of her 
heart. What had time done to us? Me with 
my sheepskin and that damning paper in 
Bayle’s possession, she with the persistent 
aristocratic airs leaning on her hoe.  

In a flash my brain and eye 
coordinated. The estate was woefully run 
down, unkept. The only spot well tended 
was the kitchen garden, and no gardener to 
do the grounds where once smooth terraces 
and flower beds had flourished, and no 
signs of a cook. Only this aged woman 
hoeing before the neighbors were up to see 

I 
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and pity her, and not a trace of fear. Well, 
now what? 

She had the same idea. “What have you 
come here for?”  

Complications churned in my brain, 
defying explanation. This was a person for 
straight dealings, right from the shoulder. 
Without further ado I declared, “I’ve come 
to steal your ivory fan.”  

No yelling for help, no sobbing. She 
drew herself up straighter, gripped that hoe 
firmly and said, “You interest me. We shall 
talk it over.”  

I grinned. She was running true to 
form, always presuming that the world 
revolved on its axis purely for her 
amusement. Can you imagine that? Believe 
it or not, we were in her kitchen inside two 
minutes over strong, hot coffee in delicate 
china cups, stirred with thin silver spoons. I 
could have managed a hearty meal; none 
was offered. The larder was probably lean. 

I watched her for any hint of an SOS 
signal. Not a trace of it. For once I was 
stuck for words although a scheme was 
growing in mind. She was undoubtedly in 
want, terribly so and that explained things. 
Well, I had a wad of Bayle’s folding stuff 
aboard to offer her. But the offer stuck in 
my throat for I felt as she always had made 
me feel. How could I offer Madame 
Turcotte money? Better far to tie her up 
and make off with the fan. 

How could she have me apprehended 
for this? The name she knew me by was 
already on the police books, but what 
possible connection could there be here 
with that name and the mate abroad an old 
freighter? Aye, tie her up was my best 
move and take the fan. 

Then what should enter my mind but 
the face of that miserable ivory carver. I 
saw again his sensitive fingers, heard the 
mob around the glass cage, saw his abrupt, 
resentful stare. Damn it, he had no hold on 
me. Suddenly I cursed with all the fluency 

of the waterfront. 
“Is it perhaps the fan that makes you 

resort to words so foul?” she asked. “Why 
do you wish to steal it?” 

The moment for binding her had gone. 
I was in for a battle and my blood speeded 
for the challenge. Fists or brains, I like it! 
“Why?” I threw at her. “For the same 
reason you’re peddling your family’s 
history and heirlooms, cold cash.”  

She didn’t bat an eye. Her stare was so 
deep and boring it gave me the willies. 
“You do not understand. It is not for myself 
I am doing this shameful thing. No, 1 
require very little. I do it for Armand.”  

Was she mad? Armand’s bones had 
long since united with the soil. 

Then I got the story. It seems there’d 
been a flier in the last war. He’d been shot 
down and his people had donated a 
fountain on a public playground to his 
memory. Get her drift? A memorial to 
Armand. 

“I had no money, but I had the story 
and the fan. I sold the story to the agent, I 
refused to sell the fan. So long as one 
Turcotte is alive, it cannot be sold. That is 
in the will. The agent would not buy the 
story without the fan being shown in the 
theatres. So, it still will be mine and I shall 
have the money for the memorial to 
Armand, a stone bench where weary aged 
women like me sit and watch children at 
play. Armand’s name will be on it, Armand 
who gave his life for France.”  

I didn’t set her right, but I marveled at 
her love for France. Several generations of 
Turcottes had lived secure and prosperous 
in America since their ancestors had fled 
for their lives from Europe. And after all, 
Armand had enlisted and died in an arm of 
the United States. 

But I knew how jealously the 
Huguenots around here had clung to 
tradition. Very well, let them; and let 
Armand have his memorial. Armand 
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Turcotte? Until now his image had been 
fairly plain in memory; presently it 
wavered and blurred, the face drawn and 
pale, the eyes burning and sad, the fingers 
long and sensitive. Get the point? In 
comparison, Armand and Francois merged 
into one, in a fashion. Damn that ivory 
carver, why couldn’t I omit his plight . . . 
hold everything. I might be able to use 
Francois! 

“How much did they pay you for the 
story?” It was a risky approach. I’d read 
about the fabulous figures paid by 
Hollywood on occasion and after all, 
Bayle’s drawing account isn’t unlimited. 

“We did not bargain,” she replied 
grandly. “I told him what the memorial 
would cost and he agreed to the figure 
readily.”  

Readily, huh? Damned well he might, 
the price of one stone bench for the leading 
movie story of the year? “The miserable, 
swindler,” I exploded. “Do you happen to 
know what is paid for a good story there? 
Ten times that. He took advantage of your 
evident need of money. And you receive 
merely a public seat for kids to scrape feet 
on, for drunks and bums to spend nights 
on. What a cheap memorial for Armand 
Turcotte—scarcely better than nothing at 
all!” 

 
HE shrank away as though I’d struck 
her, but I let the idea sink in, feeling 

like a skunk. She nearly folded, making it 
an empty victory for me. But Madame 
must be conditioned, so I paced the 
kitchen, waiting for the strategic moment, 
my guns all primed for it now. “You should 
have something really beautiful and 
appropriate,” I ventured. 

“Yes?”  
“Big enough to fill the eye, to stand 

there years after we’re gone. On it people 
should read, “Armand Turcotte who gave 
his life for his Country” and how about his 

likeness chiseled on the upright slab in 
profile, with the wording below it? 
Something useful if you desire, Madame, 
another fountain, a birdbath, wading pool 
for children. One that would show up other 
memorials. But this bench in a park, bah!”  

“And what would this cost?”  
“Search me, but I’ll pay it in return for 

the fan.”  
“But that fan can not be sold. I told you 

that. Besides, I promised that agent the use 
of it for the openings.” She was firm about 
it. 

“Listen to me,” I declared. “Go back to 
your hoe, I’ll steal the fan. You will not be 
selling it, I shall steal it anyway, who are 
you to prevent me? As for your deal with 
the movie sharks, you don’t owe them a 
cent. Why, they’re laughing at you for 
spilling them a prime story for pin money; 
now get the last laugh on them. Give them 
a fan to exhibit, that’s all they require. Give 
it. They wouldn’t know the difference.”  

Conflicting emotions warped the 
wrinkled old features. I tried to follow the 
workings of her mind, but there wasn’t a 
chance for her sense of values lay beyond 
me and she was a woman. God only knows 
how a woman reasons. 

She kept me in suspense. Sweat tickled 
the back of my neck as it does in a crisis. If 
she turned me down flat, I could seize the 
fan and she couldn’t stop me. But what of 
Francois? For he was in this affair to stay 
and I had committed myself. 

I should have known she’d leap all the 
hurdles. “Where could I get such a fan?” 
she posed. “It cannot be simply any fan, it 
must have the same carvings and the 
unfinished stick.”  

At that, I poured all my cargo into one 
hold, frail though I knew it was. I went 
overboard. I told her about Francois in the 
big city and I fear I gave him a remarkable 
likeness to Armand to get her sympathy. I 
retailed his infirmity, skill, loneliness, 

S 
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pride, in that hateful cage, in squalid 
lodgings. The old girl was ready to bite her 
nails when I finished. Remember, Francois 
was French and he was an ivory carver. 

“He can carve you your sticks,” I 
reacted. “He is making many right now. 
Bring him here: let him work, be kind to 
him, bring in friends to meet him. See that 
he becomes recognized for his skill. Do for 
him what you would have wished folks to 
do for Armand if he’d been crippled and 
alone and unhappy.”  

Man oh man, did she respond to that 
slant! Once I got Francois in under her 
wing, I needn’t worry over the matter of 
international good will in the case. 

I threw in the clincher. “Remember, 
Madame Turcotte, I pay for the memorial. 
Keep the movie money. Feed that boy. He 
needs it. And you can have the leaf of the 
fan which would be very hard to duplicate. 
But the sticks are mine. Agreed?”  

I swear I overheard her old voice 
cracking in a tune as she returned to her 
garden and I went the other way into her 
well-remembered parlor. I got the fan. 

 
OONTIME, I was back in New York 
by plane, putting the fan in Bayle’s 

safe keeping lest I damage it. Then to the 
waterfront and organized my unsavory 
gang of friends who can make Rance’s 
outfit look like milksops. By mid afternoon 
I entered the theatre lobby and spotted here 
and there the men I’d enlisted. I had one 
cab cruising round the block. It was time 
for the curtain raiser. I gave the signal. All 
hell broke loose. 

Woman screamed, men cuffed one 
another, more and more of them kicked and 

shoved. Something heavy struck the glass 
cage and opened a crack in it. Attendants 
were plowing in when the shrill police 
whistle sounded. Good. Things were 
coming my way and this would end the 
cage. I saw Francois in there, taut and 
terrified; Madame would have much to 
undo. She was equal to it. 

This was the moment to ease up and 
take Francois away. I signaled my men to 
close in tighter. Then I saw Rance before 
he did me. A flying tackle removed him. 
Mean time another brawl went unnoticed. 
Rance started to get up, the force of a mule 
concentrated in my right leg. He was too 
low down for fists and there he remained. 

In the door of the smashed cage I got 
Francois. He was too dazed to act, so I 
swept all the ivory and all into a box, 
hustled him to the cab and away. I got his 
dunnage out of his rooms next and so help 
me we were aboard a Boston train before 
he got his bearings. My second trip there in 
twenty-four hours. I had telegraphed her to 
meet us, determined to make it back aboard 
ship before the Edgemont was due to sail. 

No doubt Harden Bayle fairly burst 
with satisfaction when the movie opening 
came and the “genuine” fan was waved 
before the audience by that glamorous star. 
However, my satisfaction out of the whole 
affair was, I believe, more than that. I had 
told Madame that I’d pay for the memorial 
and she had trusted my word for it. That 
was very gratifying. 

There remained only one fly in the 
ointment: Suppose Francois should not turn 
out to be a Huguenot? What then? 
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